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a b s t r a c t

We investigate crack propagation in a simple two-dimensional visco-elastic model and find a scaling
regime in the relation between the propagation velocity and energy release rate or fracture energy,
together with lower and upper bounds of the scaling regime. On the basis of our result, the existence of
the lower and upper bounds is expected to be universal or model-independent: the present simple
simulation model provides generic insight into the physics of crack propagation, and the model will be a
first step towards the development of a more refined coarse-grained model. Relatively abrupt changes of
velocity are predicted near the lower and upper bounds for the scaling regime and the positions of the
bounds could be good markers for the development of tough polymers, for which we provide simple
views that could be useful as guiding principles for toughening polymer-based materials.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Polymer-basedmaterials are widely used for industrial products
and developing tough polymers are significantly important for our
life. Given that material toughness is governed by cracks at the tips
of which stress is concentrated [1,2], crack propagation in polymer-
based materials should be a subject of wide interest for researchers
in academia as well as those in industry. In fact, fracture energy
required for crack propagation and its dependence on the propa-
gation speed have been studied for various polymer-based mate-
rials, such as adhesive interface [3e6], flexible laminates [7],
viscoelastic solids [8e12], weakly crosslinked gels [13,14], and soft
polymer foam [15]. In the case of viscoelastic materials, such as
rubbers and elastomers, a simple scaling regime has been shown
experimentally [4,12] in the relation between the fracture energy
and velocity when viscoelasticity dominates the fracture energy
(note that rapid crack propagations are strongly affected by inertia
[16e18] and that the greatest lower bound for the scaling regime
has been discussed in the literature [19,20]). This scaling law has
been discussed theoretically using frameworks based on linear
viscoelasticity and linear fracture mechanics by three different
groups [9e11] and, although the near-crack treatments are
different among the groups, they all concluded essentially the same
mura).
scaling law in a high velocity limit, suggesting the importance of
the far-field contribution coming from viscoelastic dissipation
occurring at regions remote from crack tips [21].

However, the complete physical picture for the far-field visco-
elastic regime has yet to be clarified with lack of any coarse-grained
simulationmodels for the problem.We study the crack propagation
in a lattice model that incorporates a linear viscoelasticity in a
simple manner. The use of lattice model is motivated by the pre-
vious theories [9e11], in which the dynamics originating from the
far-field linear viscoelastic contribution are fairly insensitive to
near-crack treatments. As a result, we reproduce crack propagation
with a constant velocity. In addition, we find that the velocity as a
function of fracture energy or energy release rate exhibits a scaling
regime similar to the one discussed in experimental studies
[4,22,23]. Furthermore, we find that there are a lower bound [19]
and an upper bound [24] for the scaling regime, and we draw
simple physical interpretations for the bounds. Since the in-
terpretations are independent of the details of the model, the
present simulationmodel provides generic insight into the physical
understanding of the crack propagation, which may be helpful for
the development of tough polymer materials.

2. Simulation model

In the simulations performed in the present study, we prepare a
two-dimensional square-lattice system with the lattice constant
d as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The width and height are W and L,
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Fig. 1. (a)Two-dimensional network at the start of simulation. (b) Position of crack tip x vs time t for three different initial strains ε0 for ðE; h; εc ; d; LÞ ¼ ð100;80; 0:35; 1;200Þ. The
inset shows the relation between crack speed V vs t at the initial strain ε0 ¼ 0:18.
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respectively. Before starting a simulation, we prepare an equilib-
rium state of the network with a homogeneous strain ε0 by
applying fixed displacements at the top and bottom of the system.
The edge displacements are fixed during the simulation (fixed-grip
condition). The simulation is initiated by introducing a crack of the
initial length a0 by cutting (i.e. removing) the corresponding elastic
bonds as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The parameters ðW ; a0Þ are fixed to
ð1600;400Þ throughout this work in the unit length specified
below.

The lattice dynamics is determined by the following mecha-
nism. Each bead in the lattice feels elastic force from the four
nearest neighbors (except for the beads at the edges), whereas
viscous force acts on each bead. Since we are interested in a purely
viscoelastic regime, we neglect the inertia of each bead. The dy-
namics of the simulation model can be characterized by the
following equation:

kDxi;j ¼ �h _xi; j (1)

where k and h are the spring constant and viscosity, respectively.
Here, xi; j stands for the vertical position of the bead located origi-
nally at the lattice point (i; j) and _xi; j is the time derivative of xi; j.
The quantity Dxi; j stands for the local displacement, defined as the
sum of the elongation of the four bonds (or springs) connecting the
lattice point (i; j) to the four nearest-neighbor lattice points

xðsÞi; j ðs ¼ 1; ::;4Þ: Dxi;j is given by Dxi; j ¼
P4

s¼1ðxðsÞi; j � xi; j � [ðsÞÞ with

the natural length [ðsÞ of the springs with [ð1Þ ¼ [ð3Þ ¼ 0 and [ð2Þ ¼
[ð4Þ ¼ d (s ¼ 1 and 3 correspond to shear and s ¼ 2 and 4 corre-
spond to stretch) [25]. In order for a crack to propagate, every
spring is broken when the force acting on it reaches the critical
value fc.

For later convenience, we define the local “strain” and “stress”
ε≡Dd=d and s≡f =d2 ¼ Eε with the “elastic modulus” E≡k=d. Here,
Dd is the elongation of a bond and f is the force acting on the bond.
Given that there is extensive literature on lattice modelling where
relations between lattice parameters and the material Young's
modulus and Poisson's ratio are discussed (e.g. Refs. [26,27]), it is
clear that our results cannot be directly compared with experiment
through the “strain” and “stress” defined above. However, this work
discusses fracture mechanical concepts, which are based on con-
tinuum theory, and we do not aim at relating our “stress” and
“strain” to measurable macroscopic properties but rather aim at
providing physical scenario emerging from a simple model.
Accordingly, we use the above definition, which is dimensionally
correct and useful to greatly simplify the introduction and discus-
sion of quantities that appear in the fracture mechanical context.
With the same spirit, we define sc by fc ¼ scd2 with sc ¼ Eεc and
the principal relaxation time t by t ¼ h=E.

The units are specified by the fundamental units of length l0,
elasticity E0, and viscosity h0, which are all set to one, in the sim-
ulations (for example, the units of time and velocity are given by
t0 ¼ h0=E0 and V0 ¼ [0=t0, respectively).

The creep dynamics of the present model is similar to that of the
Kelvin-Voight model: under a constant stress, the strain slowly
increases with time and finally reaches a constant value. In fact, the
present model possesses N different relaxation times with
N ¼ L=[0. The details of rheological properties of the simple model
will be discussed elsewhere.
3. Results

3.1. Crack propagation with a constant speed

We confirmed that the crack expands with a constant speed for
all the parameters we investigated as demonstrated in Fig. 1(b). As
shown in the inset, after a short transient regime, the crack prop-
agation velocity reaches a constant value V. Fig. 2(a) demonstrates
that the crack tip shape changes with speed, which is further dis-
cussed in Sec. 4.
3.2. Fracture energy vs crack propagation speed

In the present simulations, the energy release rate during the
constant-speed crack propagation is identified with the initially
stored elastic energy multiplied by the system height:

G ¼ wL ¼ 1
2
Eε20L (2)

where w is the density of the initial elastic energy Eε20=L. This is
because, as shown in Fig. 2(b), in the left (right) region away from
the crack tip by the distance � L, the elastic field is completely
relaxed (the elastic field is homogeneous with the initial energy
density w) [28]. Note that G is defined by G ¼ �dU=dA with U the
elastic potential energy and A the fracture surface. In the present
case, G can be interpreted as a velocity-dependent fracture energy
since this rate has the meaning of the energy required to create a
unit area of fracture surface at a given speed.

As demonstrated below, the results of simulation show that,
when V=V0 is plotted as a function of G=G0, all the simulation data
collapse on to a master curve, which can be characterized reason-
ably well by the following scaling law

V
V0

x

�
G
G0

�n

for
d
L
≪

G
G0

≪1 (3)

where the exponent n is approximately one, with relatively abrupt
changes in velocity at the both ends (G=G0xd=L and G=G0 ¼ 1) of
the scaling regime. These abrupt changes imply that the master



Fig. 2. (a) The states just before and after the bond breaking at the crack tip are shown for slow crack propagation at ε0 ¼ 0:070 (left) and fast propagation at ε0 ¼ 0:345 (right), for
the same parameter set as in Fig. 1(b). The middle is obtained at ε0 ¼ 0:20, i.e., at a velocity in the middle of the scaling regime shown in Fig. 3 below. (b) Illustration of the elastic
field in the system.
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curve diverges in the upper limit and converges to zero in the lower
limit. Here, we have introduced natural units of the rate G0 and the
velocity V0:

G0 ¼ wcL with wc ¼ 1
2
Eε2c and V0 ¼ d

t
(4)
Fig. 3. Crack propagation speed V vs. energy release rate G for different values of (a) εc with ð
ðd; LÞ is fixed to ð1; 200Þ. (d) V=ðd=tÞ vs G=G0. The value of d=L in all the cases is 1=200 and
k1 ¼ 2:4.
In Fig. 3, the crack propagation speed V is given as a function of
the energy release rate G during the crack propagation for various
parameters ðE; h; εcÞ with fixed ðd; LÞ. In Fig. 4, V is given as a
function of G for various parameters ðd; LÞ with fixed ðE; h; εcÞ. In
both cases, when the velocity and the energy release rate G are
renormalized by the natural units V0 and G0 given in Eq. (4), all the
E; hÞ ¼ ð100;80Þ, (b) Ewith ðh; εcÞ ¼ ð80;0:35Þ and (c) hwith ðE; εcÞ ¼ ð100; 0:35Þ, where
the vertical dashed line indicating the lower bound corresponds to G=G0 ¼ k1d=L with



Fig. 4. Crack propagation speed V vs. energy release rate G for different values of (a) d with L ¼ 200 and (b) L with d ¼ 1, where ðE; h; εcÞ ¼ ð100;80; 0:35Þ. (c) V=ðd=tÞ vs G=G0. Four
straight lines in (a) and those in (b) correspond to the straight line with slope 1 in (c). In (a) and (b), seven sets of the data with different ðd; LÞ are distinguished by seven different
symbols; the data set represented by the filled circles (red circles on the web version) obtained for d ¼ 1 and L ¼ 200 is shown in both (a) and (b). These seven sets of data are shown
in (c) with using the same symbols. The four vertical lines indicating the lower bounds for four different values of d=L correspond to G=G0 ¼ k1d=Lwith k1 ¼ 2:4. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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data are superposed as in Figs. 3(d) and 4(c), suggesting a linear
scaling regime characterized by the straight line with slope one and
the existence of the lower and upper bounds for the scaling regime
with the upper bound G=G0 ¼ 1. We further confirmed numerically
that the lower bound is proportional to d=L in Fig. 4(c) (this is
shown by the fact that the four vertical lines showing the lower
bounds for different d=L are equally spaced), which is theoretically
justified by the arguments in Sec. 4.3.

Some of the exponents in the scaling regions in Figs. 3 and 4 are
given numerically as follows. As suggested above, the scaling
regime becomes wider as d=L gets smaller, we select from Fig. 4 the
data with the smallest to third smallest values of d=L
(d=L ¼ 1=400;1=200 and 1=100) and numerically obtained the ex-
ponents, which are respectively given as 1:13;1:23 and 1.25. (The
exponent is obtained numerically by fitting a straight line to the
three points selected in the central region of the scaling regime on a
log log plot.) We see that all the values are slightly larger than one
and the value gets smaller as d=L becomes smaller. We expect that
this effect for finite size of d=L may lead to the result of the expo-
nent one in the small d=L limit as justified in Sec. 4.5, although
further confirmation requires a separate study.
Fig. 5. The maximum stress at the crack tip in the present lattice model. The simu-
lation data are well on the line with slope 1/2, which confirms Eq. (5).
4. Theoretical interpretations

4.1. Maximum crack-tip stress on the lattice

In the static limit, the maximum stress that can appear at the
crack tip is given by

sMxs0

�
L
d

�1
2

(5)

This is understood as follows. In the continuum limit, the stress
distribution near the crack tip at the distance r from the tip is
generally given by sðrÞxs0ðL=rÞ1=2 when the crack size is larger
than L [21]. This continuum expression no longer holds when r
approaches a critical size below which the system cannot be
regarded as a continuum system anymore. Since this critical scale is
given by the lattice constant d, themaximum stress sM that appears
at the crack tip may be given by Eq. (5). This naively expected
relation [25] is confirmed by simulation in the present model as
shown in Fig. 5.

4.2. Mechanism of crack propagation

As in Fig. 2(a), at the moment t ¼ tn, the force acting on the bond
located at the crack tip (i ¼ n), reaches the critical value fc, the bond
is broken. Just after this moment, the stress on the bond at the new
crack tip (i ¼ nþ 1) has yet to reach the critical value and the stress
on the tip starts to increase till the bond breaks at fc ¼ scd2. Note
that this stress-increasing process is not instantaneous because of
the finite relaxation time t.

4.3. Lower and upper bounds for the scaling law

As seen below, the lower and upper bounds for the scaling law
correspond to the conditions sc <sM and s0 <sc, respectively.
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Equation (5) implies that, for a given s0, a crack can propagate only
if sc <sM , fromwhich we obtain G=G0 ¼ ðs0=scÞ2 > ðs0=sMÞ2xd=L:
the lower bound is given by d=LxG=G0 as already given in Eq. (3). In
contrast, in the limit s0 ¼ sc, we expect the propagation speed
diverges, because any stress concentration is not required for fail-
ure. This leads to the upper bound in Eq. (3), because s0 ¼ sc can be
cast into the form G=G0 ¼ 1.

As indicated in the captions to Figs. 3 and 4, we find that the
lower bounds in all the cases are well described numerically by
G=G0 ¼ k1d=L with k1 ¼ 2:4, which is consistent with the results
shown in Fig. 5. The dashed line in Fig. 5 corresponds to
sM=s0 ¼ k2ðL=dÞ1=2, i.e., ðs0=sMÞ2 ¼ ðk2Þ�2d=L, with k2 ¼ 0:64.
Then, according to the argument in the previous paragraph, the
lower bound should be given by G=G0 ¼ ðk2Þ�2d=L. This means
k1 ¼ ðk2Þ�2, which holds well (2.4 is nearly equal to 0:64�2).

4.4. Change in the shape of crack tip with speed

The change in the shape of crack tip with propagation speed, as
shown in Fig. 2(a), is understood as follows. When the propagation
is slow, the shape should become close to a static shape, namely, a
parabolic shape [1,2]. When the propagation is very fast near the
limit ε ¼ εc, the crack shape is practically formed by two parallel
lines (crack surfaces) separated by the distance εcd because bonds
near the crack tip are broken almost simultaneously without no
time for relaxation, which suggests the sharpening of the crack
shape at large speeds. Note that when the crack speed is high, the
relaxation of the system continues after the passage of the crack tip.

4.5. Interpretation of the scaling regime

In a scaling regime, if exists, we expect a scaling form
V=V0xðG=G0Þn with the scaling exponent n, considering the natural
units V0 and G0. When the propagation speed is relatively slow, the
released energy per time scaling as GVd is consumed as the dissi-
pation per time h _ε2L2d. In addition, we may expect V scales with _ε,
which implies GxV , i.e., n ¼ 1, in agreement with Eq. (3).

5. Discussion

5.1. Previous results in accordance with present results

As shown above, the exponent for the scaling law is reasonably
close to one. This might correspond to some experimental obser-
vations, see for example [22] or to very specific cases considered
theoretically for example in Ref. [29], while in most of the cases
examined in this paper, an exponent 1=2 is predicted, as observed
experimentally in Ref. [23]. Note that different exponents have also
been reported for various polymer-based materials (e.g.
Refs. [4,12,30,31]).

As shown above, we observe that crack shape changes from a
parabolic shape at high crack velocities. Our observation is in
agreement with previous experiments and simulations, for
example, in Refs. [32] and [33].

5.2. Effect of inertia

If we include the inertial effect, the propagation speed V may
finally reach the speed of elastic wave (sound speed Vs). In such a
case, the scaling regime would end or the second moderate jump
(the second region in which relatively abrupt change in velocity is
observed) would be cut off (depending on the size of sc) at the
corresponding energy release rate Gs above which the propagation
speed V is nearly equal to the sound speed Vs irrespective of the
value of energy release rate.
5.3. Lower and upper bounds discussed in previous studies

Surprisingly, the lower bound for the scaling regime that
emerges from the present model turns out to be physically the
same with the one discussed in a classic theory, and thus the pre-
sent model gives novel insight into the classic theory. We showed
the lower bound is given by G=G0 ¼ d=L, which means that the
energy release rate G approaches Eε2c d=2 at the bound. In fact, this
expression can be derived from a result of the classic theory by Lake
and Thomas [19] when d is identified with the cross linking dis-
tance in the case of rubbers, as suggested in Ref. [19] with the aide
of the result obtained in Ref. [34]. Thus, the simple physical inter-
pretation of the lower bound given in the present study elucidates
an interesting physical meaning of the classic theory: the static
fracture energy discussed by Lake and Thomas corresponds to the
critical state in which the maximum stress sM at the crack tip co-
incides with the intrinsic failure stress sc.

The upper bound for G is discussed, for example, in Ref. [24], by
using a model with two characteristic moduli. The present study
shows that even a simpler model with a single characteristic
modulus possesses the upper bound of different physical origin,
which is more fundamental and model-independent. This implies
that in a real system the least upper bound could be determined as
a result of competition between these two types of upper bounds.

The present simple model suggests physical origins of the ex-
istence of two bounds for crack propagation: both bounds originate
from stress concentration and the intrinsic failure strength sc. (1)
The lower bound is understood from stress concentration as
explained in Sec. 4.3 by using Eq. (5) and Fig. 5 (The maximum
stress sM should be larger than sc). (2) The upper bound G0 is un-
derstood from no need for stress concentration sc ¼ Eεc by noting
Eq. (4) (At the upper bound, no stress concentration is required for a
crack to propagate because the initial strain already reach the
critical strain). Since the stress concentration and intrinsic fracture
strength are model-independent concepts, our results imply a
possibility that the upper and lower bounds could exist in other
models from the same physical origins.

Our results would be useful not only for future fundamental
studies but also for future development of tough polymer-based
materials. For example, one possible design principle for devel-
oping materials highly resistant for crack propagation would be
making the value of the lower bound larger; in other words, the
lower bound is a good marker for developing tough materials. This
is because crack propagation does not occur below the lower bound
and, thus, this principle would guide us to reduce the risk of crack
propagation in materials. Accordingly, an expression for the lower
bound clarifying its dependence on important parameters could be
useful and open the possibility for controlling the value of the lower
bound, which is a good marker for developing tough materials.
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